Becoming whole: a pastoral story.
In my role as parish priest, I am present in the daily life of my community to acknowledge, nurture, celebrate, reflect, witness, and listen to the people around me. Hearing stories, helping people see and live in their stories, find meaning in them is my life work, and this is what happened when I met Eva. Together we will tell you her story of depression, her revelations in therapy, and piecing together the new meanings in her life through creating a quilt to symbolize and reflect her healing process. Eva's life, similar to the lives of each woman who has entered into her own suffering and there found healing, is perpetually becoming whole. Sharing our stories as Eva has opens possibilities for each of us who hears, believes, and witnesses our own pain and that of our sisters, allowing us to shape and give meaning to our stories, our selves, our wholeness, and our holiness.